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Worksheet 1

• Example problem: $-\frac{5}{16}$

1. $\frac{3\pi^2}{4}$
2. $\frac{4 \times 8^3}{3} = \frac{2048}{3} = 682.66\ldots$
3. $-\frac{3\pi}{2}$
4. zero (You have to work three integrals to solve this correctly.)
5. zero

Worksheet 2

1. $\frac{e^2 - 3}{2}$
2. zero, but for practice set up the problem by finding the parameterization of the sphere by changing to spherical coordinates.
3. $-\pi$
4. I meant to pick a function with curl zero, but it wasn’t. For practice write down the parameterization for the surface. (This is hard.)
5. $\frac{14\pi}{3}$
6. $\pi$
7. The divergence theorem applies to the problem where you integrate over the closed cylinder. With the divergence theorem, you only have to do one triple integral rather than three surface integrals.
8. You should get the same answers. From this problem you should note that you can sometimes check your work.